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Introduction
These guidelines set out the design direction for Unum UK’s digital
and print collateral. They aim to ensure all internal and external
design is consistent, appropriate and strengthens the
Unum brand, while exciting and engaging customers.
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Design principles
Our visual identity aligns with the core values of our US parent company, whilst making subtle changes
to reflect the uniqueness of our target market and operating environment.
Photographically led

Passionate and enthusiastic – even restless

Responsible

An image speaks a thousand words.

Our visual design is professional with large

Design consistency across all touch points

Our brand is photographically led, we have

bold typographical statements, strong

cements our responsible and professional

invested in our imagery to ensure we own our

shapes and colours to reflect our confidence,

values. Our design style conveys knowledge

space and stand out in a busy marketplace.

experience and belief in the protection we

and authority in a friendly manner that helps

Please strive to use our brand photography

provide people.

clients and customers feel protected.

Caring and empathetic

Quietly confident and knowledgeable

Trust comes from conversations and not

– but remaining humble

Forward-thinking and insightful

from being dictated to. Our visual design

We are down-to-earth with a subtle

– belief in our ability as change makers

uses white space, typographic statements

self-assurance in our expertise.

We drive innovation in the industry to

and natural, bright photography to engage

Our modern, clean design and use

improve the working and home lives of

and encourage dialogue.

of photography ensures the focus is

in your designs. Stock should only be used
as a last resort.

the people we cover. The design uses bold

on situations and articles that relate

typography and a modern visual style to tell

to our customers’ working lives.

stories about our products and the people
we work with.

Request brand toolkit >
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Tone of voice
How we communicate with our customers matters. Our tone of voice and use of language should show that we’re
trustworthy experts who care.
Unum uses active voice

Write how you speak

Our job is to balance our regulatory

We are a dynamic company dedicated

(and embrace contractions)

and compliance requirements with

to driving solutions for our customers.

When writing, it’s easy to become overly

creating a tone of voice that’s inviting,

That’s why we use active voice rather than

formal, using words and phrases you

empathetic, trustworthy and transparent.

passive. Passive voice can sound evasive and

wouldn’t use every day in the office when

like we aren’t taking ownership. For example:

talking to colleagues. Instead, use less

Pick your audience

complicated words and phrases wherever

Always consider who you’re writing

possible to get your meaning across.

for. If you’re writing for brokers and

Also, don’t be afraid of contractions.

intermediaries, you probably don’t need

Active voice:
“We will send you your Income
Protection quotes in the morning.”
Passive voice:
“Your Income Protection quotes
will be sent to you in the morning.”
Active voice shows drive; passive voice
lacks ownership and can come across
like you’re passing the buck.

Can’t, don’t, wouldn’t, shouldn’t, couldn’t
– we use them all the time when we speak,
yet often spell them out in full when we’re
typing. Contractions set a more informal
tone, making us more accessible.
We’re jargon-free
We may provide financial services, but that
doesn’t mean we have to sound like we’ve
swallowed the regulator’s rulebook. Above
all, we’re humans talking to humans about
solutions that can make a real difference

to explain every single acronym or what
a rate guarantee is. Yet sometimes you’ll
need to assume you’re writing for a layman
who doesn’t know everything. Think about
your audience, their level of knowledge and
what’s best for them.
That’s why we’ve segmented our website
into three audiences – employers, employees
and advisers – so the right people get the
right content aimed specifically at their
needs and understanding.

to people’s lives.
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Logo usage
Unum’s logo is our core asset, so it is important that these guidelines are followed to ensure
its correct use. Our ‘badge’ is a core brand element to be used on all material.

Our logo should primarily be used in our logo badge.

Our logo should have a safe area

The badge may be Unum Blue or white in colour.

around it where nothing else can

A4 and A3, right and left itterations exist and include bleed.

impose – ensuring space. The height

They can be downloaded from our toolkit.

of the dot establishes this distance.
The minimum dimension for

Pantone: 5415C/U

our logo is 19mm wide.
Accepted colourways:
Black – for forms
Unum blue – one colour merchandise

Pantone 653C, 2945U

19mm
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Dual branded marketing assets
Following the recent PPA’s with various brokers, it is noted that such agreements provide for the creation of supporting
marketing materials. These materials are in some instances dual branded and require some guiding principles to
support Marketing and, if necessary, Sales.

• Dual branded assets should be clear as

• W
 here materials are provided for a broker

• B
 rokers should not have undue influence

to who is providing the product and the

these should be proportionate and

or control over the content of our assets.

role of the other party (e.g broker/adviser).

mindful of possible inducement risk.

E.g omitting details of features of our service

• Where two logos are present, it should be
clear which party has created the asset
and is providing the service.

• When creating assets for a broker, there
should be a clear value for the employer.
• D
 ual branded assets should have

• The Unum name and logo should be first

appropriate regulatory status wording

and have due prominence as creator of the

that ensures the details and status of the

asset and provider of the product.

parties are clear. Unum is the product

• The audience of the asset should be
clarified along with any restrictions
on use. E.g is it for internal broker use only,
can it be left with an employer? Caveat

provider so their regulatory status wording

due to something that the broker is seeking
to monetise separately, potentially to the
detriment of the customer.
• Content should be agreed and signed off
internally prior to seeking broker sign off
to avoid things being agreed that we are
unable to proceed with.

should appear first in the footer, followed
by the other party.
• W
 e should only be approving material

wording may need to be included to reflect

that we are creating for the market,

the audience.

we should not be providing compliance
sign off for a brokers’ materials.
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on

Dual branded marketing assets – examples
Some recent example of PPA dual branded assets are included below for reference.

Try to visually balance both logo’s
to have an equal prevalence

 he Unum name and logo should
T
be first and have due prominence
as creator of the asset and
provider of the product.

The line should be Unum Grey 1 point /
or white if using on a dark background

White out badge example from sales ‘placemat’

Dual branded assets
should be clear as to who
is providing the product
and the role of the other
party (e.g broker/adviser).

95%
of the individuals who
used Unum’s return to work
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Typography usage
Our type styles are bold and contemporary. We use Ubuntu for our headlines and
subheads and Open Sans for the remaining body copy. Feel free to mix up weights.

PRINT

DIGITAL

MICROSOFT APPLICATONS (if Open Sans unavailable)

Headline fonts

Headline fonts

Primary font

Ubuntu Bold
Ubuntu Medium
Ubuntu Regular
Ubuntu Light

Ubuntu Bold
Ubuntu Medium
Ubuntu Regular
Ubuntu Light

Calibre Bold
Calibre Regular
Calibre Light

Body fonts

Body fonts

Secondary font

Open Sans Light
Open Sans Regular
Open Sans Semi Bold
Open Sans Bold

Open Sans Light
Open Sans Regular
Open Sans Semi Bold
Open Sans Bold

Arial Bold
Arial Regular
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Primary colours
Unum blue is our predominant colour, and should be used in all marketing
materials, there are tints and tones for extra depth/button rollovers.
The neutral colours are used as text and backgrounds.

UNUM BLUE
CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

100, 62, 0, 20
653C, 2945U
1, 82, 148
#015294

Unum Blue D1
CMYK:
100, 77, 32, 17
Pantone: 295U
RGB:
0, 68, 112
Hex:
#004470

Unum Blue L2
CMYK:
53, 25, 3, 0
Pantone: 2170U
RGB:
120, 165, 209
Hex:
#78A5D1

UNUM SLATE
CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

42, 8, 0, 40
5415C/U
90, 113, 132
#5A7184

WARM NEUTRAL
CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

70,64,63,63,
5415C/U
46, 46, 46
#2E2E2E

Unum Slate D4
CMYK:
89,66,43,29
Pantone: 2168U
RGB:
38, 73, 95
Hex:
#26495F

Warm Neutral L3
CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 80
Pantone: To come
RGB:
82, 82, 82
Hex:
#525252

Unum Slate L1
CMYK:
24, 9, 6, 0
Pantone: 538U
RGB:
190, 210, 224
Hex:
#AEC7D8

Warm Neutral L2
CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 25
Pantone: To come
RGB:
204, 204, 204
Hex:
#CCCCCC

COOL NEUTRAL
CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

5, 0, 0, 10
5415C/U
223, 231, 236
#DFE7EC

Cool Neutral D1
CMYK:
50, 37, 27, 1
Pantone: 430U
RGB:
137, 147, 164
Hex:
8993A4

Cool Neutral L1
CMYK:
2, 1, 1, 0
Pantone: To come
RGB:
246, 248, 250
Hex:
#Ff6f8fa
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Product accent colours

Secondary colours

Critical Illness
Dental

The remaining Unum palette should be used as accent colours to

Income Protection / Executive IP

highlight specific tasks or products. Please use the main colours
and the tints and tones to aid digital applications where more

Life

colourways are needed.

Sick Pay
Optical

UNUM ORANGE

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

6, 47, 99, 0
7408U
233, 150, 37
#e99625

Unum Orange D3
CMYK:
13, 61, 100, 2
Pantone: 124U
RGB:
214, 121, 33
Hex:
#D67921
Unum Orange L2
CMYK:
3, 33, 88, 0
Pantone: 7506U
RGB:
243, 177, 59
Hex:
#F3B13B

UNUM GOLD

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

2, 21, 90, 0
1235C, 1225U
250, 200, 50
#fac832

There are no tints or
tones of Unum Gold.

UNUM LAWN

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

50, 1, 98, 0
376C, 368U
140, 195, 66
#8CC342

UNUM KIWI

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

29, 4, 100, 0
390C, 389U
192, 207, 48
#C0CF30

UNUM SKY

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

75, 16, 4, 0
312C/U
0, 166, 215
#00A6D7

UNUM POOL

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

67, 8, 27, 0
325C 3252U
71, 180, 188
#47B4BC

Unum Lawn D3
CMYK:
89, 33, 100, 26
Pantone: 347U
RGB:
10, 106, 54
Hex:
#0A6A36

Unum Kiwi D2
CMYK:
51, 24, 100, 4
Pantone: 384U
RGB:
137, 157, 59
Hex:
#899D3B

Unum Sky D3
CMYK:
80, 30, 5, 0
Pantone: 639U
RGB:
0, 144, 199
Hex:
#0090C7

Unum Pool D3
CMYK:
80, 21, 33, 1
Pantone: 2234U
RGB:
1, 153, 166
Hex:
#0199A6

Unum Lawn L2
CMYK:
31, 0, 56, 0
Pantone: N/A
RGB:
182, 217, 145
Hex:
#B6D991

Unum Kiwi L2
CMYK:
20, 0, 73, 0
Pantone: 2289U
RGB:
211, 219, 106
Hex:
#D3DB6A

Unum Sky L2
CMYK:
35, 4, 4, 0
Pantone: N/A
RGB:
161, 211, 234
Hex:
#A1D3EA

Unum Pool L2
CMYK:
50, 3, 22, 0
Pantone: To come
RGB:
124, 198, 202
Hex:
#017F90

Please note more colour tints and tones are available upon request.
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Product icons and colour associations
We use these signature icons and associated colours to present our core products.
However, you are still free to use these colours elsewhere.

UK products

Income Protection

Critical Illness

Life

Sick Pay Insurance

Dental

Optical

Executive IP
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Photography
Our photography is authentic. The image needs to connect with the customer and their circumstances.
Photography needs to show a wide range of

Always consider the tone of the piece of collateral

diversity, not only with age, gender, race and

when choosing appropriate photography. We have

ability, but work environments and types

a library of unique Unum images available, please

of people. We want images to communicate

request them here.

that Unum is the right choice for all companies
large or small.

Photography should be appropriate to the

Portraits speak directly to the viewer, so don’t

the colours in the Unum colour palette.

be afraid to use these where appropriate.
But ensure they reflect our key photographic
authenticity attributes. Remember - not too
many ‘young and beautiful’ people - use normal,
everyday people that are relatable rather
than aspirational.

message, and as much as possible, highlight

Stock photography usage should be kept to an
absolute minimum and used only when our own
photogtaphy does not suit. All above the line
marketing must use our own photography to
enable ownership.

Request photography >
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Please email us for our brand asset toolkit which includes a wide range of unique Unum owned photography >
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Please email us for our brand asset toolkit which includes a wide range of unique Unum owned photography >
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Iconography
We use illustration minimally in our brand and only when our objective cannot be achieved using photography,
such as infographics, you may create an appropriate icon but please ensure it contains no shape edges.
Our icons can be used in the following ways:

Core example iconography

White Iconography

Roundel options

Request brand toolkit >
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Our brand shapes
Our designs use our core asset shapes to create unique design
compositions. We use our ‘U’, ‘n’, ‘u’, ‘m’ and the elipse shapes
to hold imagery and text . See examples below.
What is
Life Insurance?
Life Insurance provides peace of mind for you and your loved ones,
and pays a tax-free lump sum in the event of your untimely death.
Unum’s claims process is designed to be as simple and straightforward as possible.
In most cases, we don’t require a death certificate, and where the amount claimed
matches our membership data, there is no need to provide proof of earnings*.

Benefit
You will be paid a tax-free lump sum which is
normally based on your earnings. You can say
who you would like the benefit to go to using a
Beneficiary Nomination Form available from
your employer.

Intersect shapes

Bereavement support service
The death of a close relative, whether it
occurs suddenly or after a long illness, is
both practically and emotionally difficult
for the family. The bereavement service
gives support to your dependants and
provides information to help them come
to terms with their loss, including access
to bereavement counselling.

Call 0800 048 2703
(Quote reference GL)

Terms and Conditions apply. Cover depends on the
policy agreed between Unum and your employer.

*

The example above shows how our
shapes can be used in a typical layout.
Use both positive
and negative space
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Work examples
These examples show how we combine our brand shapes and typography in our core marketing material.
Life Insurance ‘placemat’ sales aid

Case study
Employer
case study

Spouse/Partner Life Assurance
More than just insurance, our partnered approach provides a standout proposition
with a range of added value tools and services from MMB and Unum.

Useful information

How to make a claim

Spouse/Partner Life Assurance is funded
by the employee to provide a lump sum
benefit should their spouse or partner
die while insured.

From you we’ll need:
A completed employer claim form

You can get all of the forms
you’ll need directly from us:

Included under the terms of this
agreement with MMB and Unum, is the
option to insure the spouse independently
of the employee, without the employee
needing to be insured with Unum under
a compulsory policy.

Online: unum.co.uk/claims/group-life-insurance
Email:

customercareclaims@unum.co.uk

Call:

Customer Care department
01306 873243

You’ll then need to return
these to us via email or post:
dorkingclaimsadmin@unum.co.uk

Post:

Claims department, Unum,
Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 3LZ

Bereavement Support Service
Unum’s Employee Assistance Programme
(EAP) also provides spouses, partners and
family members with free and confidential
access to help when they need it most.

Bereavement workshop
Our online bereavement workshop,
created in association with St. Catherine’s
Hospice, has been designed to take
employers through the stages of managing
employees who are going through the loss
of a loved one.

This includes assistance from caring and
professional counsellors to support your
employees’ loved ones during a difficult time.
Managers also have access to a
helpline for support when dealing
with a bereaved colleague.
Call:

Email:

0800 048 2702

Find out more

Employee Assistance Programme
from Unum
LifeWorks is our Employee Assistance
Programme (EAP) providing online and
telephone assistance with information and
practical support on health and wellbeing,
work, family life and financial issues.
LifeWorks also offers employees up to
4 face-to-face counselling sessions and
expert legal advice on domestic issues,
such as motoring offences, wills and
probate, debt and personal injury.

Your policy
comes with a range
of health and wellbeing
support services
for you and your
employees

Ensuring mental health
in the workplace

Unum Optical poster

Skipton Building Society
Ensuring employees’ mental health takes more than
just a once and done, tick box exercise. Embedding
a culture of wellbeing takes considerable time and
investment, along with a commitment to providing a
suite of support tools that are appropriate, accessible
and sustainable. Here’s how one organisation enhanced
and complemented their existing wellbeing offering
to provide their people with a comprehensive mental
health strategy.

Download this useful document which summarises
the support available from LifeWorks for you and
your employees.

Perks and savings, such as digital
gift card discounts, online cashback,
in-store and online coupons, and lifestyle
offers including savings on cinema tickets.
An enhanced mobile app, available in the
App Store or Google Play, bringing all of
LifeWorks’ tools to the employee’s pocket.
Call:

0800 048 2702

Visit: unum-uk.lifeworks.com
Get the app: Search “LifeWorks”
User ID: unum | Password: lifeworks

Find out more

Mercer Marsh Benefits™ is the brand name of a service provided by Mercer Limited. Issued in the United Kingdom by Mercer Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England No. 984275. Registered Office: 1 Tower Place West, Tower Place, London, EC3R 5BU.

Promotional pieces
Handbook

An eye exam is about more than just
glasses or a change of prescription.
During an eye health check,
an optician can spot many general
health problems and eye conditions*

Optical cover from Unum Dental can help make costly and essential
optical expenses more affordable for you and your family
(if insured) helping you to maintain good eye health.

10 ways

to use your Employee
Assistance Programme

Cancer in
the Workplace

You might know there’s an Employee Assistance
Programme available as part of your Unum Group
Income Protection policy, but do you know all of
the ways you can use it?

workshops

There’s more to Unum LifeWorks than employee
support and counselling. Here are ten ways your
organisation can make the most of it.

Unum are continuing their long
term partnership with Maggie’s
cancer charity to bring you a
series of workshops and webinars
which provide expert guidance
for HR Professionals and Line
Managers to help them support
employees affected by cancer.

Cover levels, annual limits and exclusions apply. Please refer to a benefit schedule for full details.

To find out more visit your employer’s benefits
site before your benefit window closes on

unum.co.uk

*https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/look-after-your-eyes/
Unum Dental is a trading name of Unum Limited which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered Office: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768. Unum Dental
monitors telephone conversations and e-mail communications from time to time for the purposes of training and in the interests of continually
improving the quality of service we provide. NDP336_03_21

1

Unum
LifeWorks Legal

Free access to information and support, plus
customisable legal documents, contracts and
policies covering business matters such as,
health and safety, taxation and employment law.

Call 0800

Welcome

048 2702

2

Critical Incidents/
Significant Events*

Workplace accidents. Criminal activity.
Death of a colleague. Organisational change.

The number of people living with cancer in the UK in
2015 had increased by almost half a million people
in the previous five years1.

Support employees who have experienced a
critical incident or significant event with a range
of clinical interventions.

One in two people will develop cancer at some
point in their lives, according to the most accurate
forecast to date from Cancer Research UK2.

or visit unumlifeworkslegal.co.uk
Access Code: UNUMLWL

3

HR or
Manager Referrals

Is an employee struggling with a work
or personal issue?
Stop it from becoming a bigger problem that
impacts wellbeing and productivity by referring
to Unum LifeWorks for immediate emotional
or practical support.

There is an ever increasing need to provide expert
support and guidance to employers and employees
affected by cancer. There were an estimated 2.5
million people living with cancer in the UK in 2015,
predicted to rise to 4 million by 20301.

Call 0800

4

048 2702 to find out more

1 in 3 people living with cancer experience loss of
income as a result of their diagnosis3.

Delivered by a Maggie’s cancer
expert and a Unum Vocational
Rehabilitation Consultant,
our workshops will cover:
• The emotional, physical and psychological
needs of employees with cancer

• How to approach situations with
knowledge, empathy and understanding
by providing insights and management
strategies

• Creating the right framework to support

HR or Manager
Coaching & Resources

Questions about productivity and performance,
organisational change or a disciplinary?
Preparing for a difficult conversation?
Call 0800

Our workshops
and webinars will
give you the tools
and insight to help
you support people
with cancer in the
workplace

and manage employees with cancer

We aim to make the workshops as
interactive as possible, so participants are
encouraged to bring along any specific
cases they may wish to talk about.

048 2702 to receive free,

confidential information and support
Call 0800

048 2702 to find out more

or view Manager Resources

*additional charges apply

1 Macmillan Cancer Support Fact Sheet 2017
2 https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-us/cancer-news/press-release/ 2015-02-04-1-in-2-people-in-the-uk-will-get-cancer
3 Macmillan Cancer Support - Cancer’s Hidden Price Tag Report

Page 1 of 2
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Work examples
These examples show how we push our guidelines to ensure creativity in all applications.
LifeWorks ditial leaflet

LifeWorks
counselling services
An employer’s guide to accessing emotional
support for your employees
The LifeWorks Employee Assistance Programme provides
limited session, short-term support designed to help
employees struggling with a psychological problem.
The information below will help you understand
where this approach may and may not be suitable.

Value of help brochure

Initial contact
Employee contacts confidential helpline.

Assessment
Establishes the best form of support for the employee
and refers them to that support. There are four possible options.
When an employee is assessed, we take a number of factors into
consideration such as the severity of symptoms, as well as how
the issues are presenting themselves.
As mental health issues can vary from person to person, what
support is and isn’t suitable will also differ. The below guide
explains the most likely services an employee will receive.

Employee benefits
and the value of help

tio
Op n

LifeWorks short-term counselling not suitable

Immediate support
An employee is showing risk factors or distress,
or a clinical consultation is needed.
Focus on:

Understanding the emotional and commercial value
of employee benefits – and how to enhance a health
and wellbeing strategy

• De-escalating

• Listening

• Safety planning

• Coping strategies

If the employee is at immediate risk, LifeWorks may contact
their GP directly and ask that they be referred to a crisis team.
LifeWorks may also contact the emergency services.

tio
Op n
Specialist support
An employee needs short-term support, has a
time-sensitive issue to address or has a one-time
situation – eg. disciplinary, to discuss.
Focus on:
• Problem-solving

• Solution-finding

• Coping strategies

This service is offered by phone and the first appointment
will be booked at the time of the employee’s initial call.

Group Life Insurance interactive welcome pack

tion
Op
Short-term counselling
An employee is experiencing issues which can be significantly eased by short-term
counselling and no major barriers to working for the short term have been identified.
Psychological problems that generally
respond to short-term counselling are:
• Mild to moderate anxiety and depression
• Partner relationship and family problems
• Bereavement and loss
• Recent traumatic experiences
• Work/life balance issues
• Work-related stress
This approach is not suitable for people
with severe symptoms, complex needs or
underlying issues.
Focus on:
• Problem-solving

This support is usually for individuals,
but counselling for couples is appropriate
in certain situations.
It delivers a limited number of sessions over
a short time period (usually one session
a week) by one of our affiliate counsellors:
• 686 providers at 885 locations across
the UK and the Republic of Ireland
• BACP accreditation level or equivalent
qualifications and experience
• Variety of theoretical models with
a short-term focus
• Sessions available by phone
or face-to-face

• Solution-finding
• Coping strategies

tio
Op n

LifeWorks short-term counselling not suitable

Ongoing, long-term or specialist support
Following the assessment with LifeWorks, it may be determined that the short-term counselling
through LifeWorks may not be the most helpful or clinically appropriate support.
In these circumstances, LifeWorks will research local organisations who can provide more specialist
or on-going support. This information will be provided via email or post to the employee.
Many psychological issues require longer-term, more specialist support. Examples of such longerterm issues are:
• Moderate to major depression and anxiety

Roll banner

• Addictions such as drug and alcohol dependency
• Chronic pain management
• Issues requiring specialist
– eg. family therapy
• Issues with several psychosocial causes
• Issues stemming from childhood neglect/abuse
• Personality disorders

Holding sessions may be offered while
arranging a more suitable referral,
and to support the employee while
interventions
they are waiting
for more appropriate support or
treatment. These sessions are often provided when
the employee has been identified as being at risk
of some kind – eg. suicide. These sessions may
take place with LifeWorks’ counselling team over
the phone.

For more information about counselling visit https://unum-uk.lifeworks.com
or call the confidential helpline on 0800 048 2702.
Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered Office and mailing address: Milton Court, Dorking,
Surrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768. Unum Limited is a member of the Unum Group of Companies.
We monitor telephone conversations and e-mail communications from time to time for the purposes
of training and in the interests of continually improving the quality of service we provide.

UP4068_05/2019
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Infographics
Infographics should utilise our brand and use our library of icons in a fun, typographical way as shown below.

Mindful infographic

Missed appointments infographic

The impact of missed

APPOINTMENTS

10 ways

to be mindful at work

Unum's study of 2,031 full-time UK workers in 2019 on the
impact of time oﬀ for healthcare appointments for employees.
Our study suggests that access to medical appointments for
workers is having a huge impact on health and productivity.

Mindfulness is all about awareness – focusing
on the present as a means to greater calmness.
At work, mindfulness can help beat stress and
boost mental wellbeing. It is also believed to1:
Enhance decision making
Improve communication
Strengthen teams and leaders

ﬁnd it

Generate superior creativity and innovation
Increase engagement

60%

Build resilience

So, why not try these techniques?

stressful taking
time oﬀ work
for medical
appointments

START
THE DAY RIGHT

Almost

end up missing
appointments
due to work
pressures

Take a moment and
decide how to make
the most of your day.

Notebook infographic

PAUSE TO SAY ‘THANK YOU’
Look for opportunities to be appreciative and always
express your thanks. As you become more mindful
you’ll notice lots of opportunities for gratitude.

WORK SLOWER BUT SMARTER
You may initially need to slow down in
order to be mindful of the task at hand,
but you should soon see productivity
rise and your pace increase.

BECOME MICRO-MINDFUL
Giving full attention to tiny moments
will calm your mind. Even
stirring a cup of tea can be an
opportunity for mindfulness.

say
their health
deteriorated
as a result of
missing appointments

AVAILABLE TO ALL

Unum LifeWorks Employee
Assistance Programme
Access to work and life advice and support,
plus new perks and savings including discount
coupons and online cashback.

ACCEPT STRESS
Observe strong emotions rather than fighting or
suppressing them. Notice the fact that you’re stressed,
then calmly address the cause.

GROUND YOURSELF

62%

Slip off your shoes and put your feet flat
on the floor. Concentrate on what they
feel like – focus only on that and rid
yourself of distractions for a few moments.

STOP YOUR MIND WANDERING

TAKE REGULAR BREAKS

WE START AND END WITH PEOPLE

say
their productivity was
aﬀected while waiting
for a GP appointment

WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND CREATE BENEFITS THAT
SUPPORT EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FAMILIES

Be aware of your senses to help keep
focused on the work you are doing. That
could be the feel of the pen in your hand
or the sensation of breathing.

Take a pause at regular moments during the day, even
if it’s only for minute, and take deep breaths. Schedule
‘no meeting’ blocks during the day to help regain focus.2

DON’T FIGHT THE PAST
Accepting that you can’t change what
has happened is incredibly liberating.
Focus on the present and what you
can do in the moment.

MAKE SURE TO UNPLUG

Group Income Protection
At a time when NHS healthcare is under
increased pressure and workers are adjusting
to living and working remotely, Help@hand
from Unum provides fast, easy access to four
health and wellbeing support services –
including a Remote GP* – via one easy-to-use app.

* The remote GP service shouldn't be used for anything Covid-19/coronavirus-related.
Please follow government advice and use the NHS' 111 coronavirus service

1 Mindfulnessatwork.com (2018). 2 Headspace.com (Blog 2018) 5 ways to help your employees take better breaks 3 The Muse 14 Realistic Ways You Can Start Being More Mindful at Work

unum.co.uk

Source: Achieving Work/Health Balance – study conducted for Unum based on a UK representative sample of 2,031 full-time adult workers aged 18+, between 28th October and
8th November 2019. Full-time work was deﬁned by weekly work hours of 30 hours or more.

Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Registered Office and mailing address: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768. Unum Limited is a member of the Unum Group of Companies.

Discover more about Help@hand
today at unum.co.uk/help-at-hand

CR00360 05/2019

The Help@hand app technology is provided by Square Health Limited. Registered in England and Wales Number 07054181. Crown House, William Street, Windsor SL4 1AT.
Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Registered Oﬃce and mailing address: Milton Court, Dorking, S urrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768. Unum Limited is a member of the Unum group of companies.
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Unless stated below, content has been adapted from Shama Shalidina, one of the UK’s leading professional
mindfulness teachers and bestselling author of Mindfulness for Dummies

A patient support manager
Access to a funded second opinion
and treatment plan consultation

HSC

Group Life Insurance

LifeWorks

Dental

Maggie’s

Ebooks, research, reports and more to help
manage employee wellbeing at work

Mental Health
Foundation

WELLBEING CALENDAR

SHORTLISTED FOR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
AWARDS 2019 – BEST ALIGNMENT OF
BENEFITS TO BUSINESS STRATEGY

Based on guidance from Unum’s inhouse mindfulness experts.

PARTNERS:

Critical Illness cover gives employees
access to our cancer support service
from Harley Street Concierge, including:

Group Critical Illness

COVER EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2018
– BEST GROUP CRITICAL ILLNESS

Set boundaries so when you head home,
work doesn’t clog your attention at all
hours of the day.3

OUR SUPPORTING

GROUP CRITICAL ILLNESS

GROUP INCOME PROTECTION
Our GIP customers have access to our
medical and vocational rehabilitation
team – helping people stay in or return
to work following illness and injury.

Fast-tracked access to private
specialist cancer experts

WELLBEING HUB

Child
Bereavement UK

94%

OF THE INDIVIDUALS
WHO USED UNUM’S
REHABILITATION
SERVICE HAD
A SUCCESSFUL
OUTCOME IN 20181
includes 18% other outcomes

Your yearly guide to awareness days, plus access
to health and wellbeing webinars and podcasts.

MENTAL HEALTH PATHWAY
Fast, specialist support and advice for employers
and employees facing a mental health issue.

4464
DELEGATES
attended a wellbeing
workshop in 2018
delivered at their
workplace or via
webinar, across

313 EVENTS1
1 Unum data 2018

WE OFFER
A RANGE OF

FREE,
INTERACTIVE
EDUCATIONAL
WORKSHOPS
FOR HR AND LINE
MANAGERS
Designed to empower,
upskill and support attendees
to confidently spot issues
and provide employees
with practical help.

For more information and to access all of Unum’s services, visit

www.unum.co.uk
Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation
Authority. Registered Office and mailing address: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768. Unum Limited is a member
of the Unum Group of Companies. We monitor telephone conversations and email communications from time to time for the purposes of training
and in the interests of continually improving the quality of service we provide.
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Campaign: Help@hand

Request Help@hand toolkit >

These examples show how we communicate our added benefit
Help@hand. The full guidelines can be found here.

Application screen

Online banner

Online toolkit
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Broker newsletter

Digital
These examples show a very basic outline
of some of our digital communications.

See digital guidelines >

Pardot email

Unum.co.uk
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Animation
des:

All animations should be produced within the HDTV 1080 29.97 preset found
in AfterEffects (AE). This ensures HD quality, frame rates set to 29.97 and

a locked aspect ratio of 16:9. If you find yourself editing in other software
hin the
HDTV 1080 29.97 preset found in AfterEffects.
besides AE, please follow the below settings for your composition.
t to 29.97
and a locked aspect ratio of 16:9.
Animations should always start with the pre-rendered Unum intro
twareand
besides
please
follow
the here
above
settings for your composition.
close
withAE,
Unum
outro,
you
can request
>.
Animation
Guides:

All animations should be produced within the HDTV 1080 29.97 preset found in AfterEffects.
e per-rendered
intro
close
with
This ensures HDUnum
quality, Frame
rates setand
to 29.97
and a locked
aspect Unum
ratio of 16:9. outro.
If you find yourself editing in other software besides AE, please follow the above settings for your composition.

View our YouTube channel for examples

Animations should always start with the per-rendered Unum intro and close with Unum outro.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/jwlble07qknt3ge/
Unum%20default%20dashedline.mov?dl=0

Our Unum sting
https://www.dropbox.com/s/jwlble07qknt3ge/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/da9ojpaxtiq4qhv/
Unum%20default%20dashedline.mov?dl=0
Unum%20Outro.mp4?dl=0
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For any questions on our brand guidelines or to request a brand toolkit, please contact:
Suellen Peskett, Design Manager
Tel: 01306 887766
Email: suellen.peskett@unum.co.uk

Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered Office and mailing
address: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ Registered in England 983768 Unum Limited is a member of the Unum Group of Companies. We monitor telephone conversations and e-mail
communications from time to time for the purposes of training and in the interests of continually improving the quality of service we provide.
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